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ABSTRACT
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The available fire alarm system in the market unable to inform occupant that
their house is on fire. The occupant remains unknown especially when they
are away from their house. Most of the time, the house or building almost
destroyed by fire when firefighter comes to the scene due to late inform to Fire
and Rescue Department. To this aim, automatic smoke detection system using
Internet of Things (IoT) is proposed. The proposed system not only able to
monitor the smoke condition of a room but also able to alert user and Fire and
Rescue Department when certain level of smoke is detected by a gas sensor
via Favoriot platform. Arduino Uno is used in this work to control all the
devices and WiFi shield acts as a medium to interconnect devices with the
network so that the data from the smoke sensor can be read in the Favoriot
platform. In this experiment, the condition of room is tested under several
burning materials and the smoke levels are recorded. It is found that when the
smoke level more than 100 ppm, it may cause to sore eyes, cough and hard
breathing that can bring to death. Therefore, the best threshold level of the
automatic smoke detection system is at 80 ppm. By using this system, the user
able to take preliminary rescue action to save people and prevent fire breaks
out.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Automatic fire alarm system is a system designed to rapidly detect fires and notify occupant that the
building was on fire [1]. Frequently, a devastating fire occurs accidentally from a flammable source and rapidly
spreading from a small area to whole building [2]. Therefore, the fire alarm system has been in use since the
Great Fire of London in 1667 [3]. There are variety of fire alarm systems available in the market such as smoke
and heat detector that are able to operate automatically on detecting a fire [4]. Automatic sprinkler that based
on water-based fire supression systems is another commonly used fire proctection system in high-rise
buildings, shoplot and factories but not residential house [5]. The sprinkler will release water when the detector
senses any smoke and heat over the threshold value. The fire alarm system will be activated once the fire is
detected. There are few types of automatic sprinklers that suit for different application. The details on the type
of sprinklers can be found in [6]. Nowaday, fire alarm systems have become increasingly sophisticated and
functionally more capable and reliable [7]. The previous research shows the new trend to detect fire disaster
by using a real-time video imaging process based on red, green and blue color model to identify a real fire
occurrence by capturing data and analyzed in computer [8]. Besides, Bahrudin et al. [9] proposed to display
the content of picture captured from a webcam and uploaded the picture to a webpage when a sensor detected
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an occurrence of fire. Apart from that, according to [10], the simplest fire alarm system can be installed by
using global system for mobile (GSM) network. However, those proposed fire alarm systems in [6-9] unable
to inform Fire and Rescue Department at very first time to prevent fire from spreading. It is reported that in
2016, more than 6,000 buildings in Malaysia were damaged by fire annually and killed over 1,000 lives
according to statistic from Fire and Rescue Department [11]. According to [12], even with the presence of
smoke alarm, only 18.3 % of alarm successfully alerted occupants. This indicates that the current automatic
fire alarm system is not smart enough to reduce the fire disaster case. The occupants remain unknown that their
house is on fire especially when they are away from their house. In addition, the delay of notification to rescue
department may leads to fire quickly spread to other buildings. This is even more critical if the building on fire
is a high rise building. Therefore, an automatic smoke detection system using Internet of Things (IoT) is
proposed. The highlight of the system is the capability of system to notify the occupant as well as Fire and
Rescue Department once the fire is detected. This can reduce the possibility of fire break out, protect people
and properties.

2.

PROJECT DESIGN
Automatic smoke detector by using IoT is proposed to monitor the smoke condition in a house where
the user can access via Favoriot platform. In this project, Arduino Uno [13] is used as a microcontroller to
control all the digital devices. Besides that, the ESP8266 WiFi shield [14] is used as a medium to interconnect
devices with the network so that the data from the smoke sensor can be updated in the Favoriot platform. If the
smoke detector senses any existence of smoke, it will transmits signal to the Arduino Uno and the alarm will
be activated. At the same time Favoriot platform will display the updated status of smoke level and the
notification will be sent to the Fire and Rescue Department if the fire is detected. Therefore, the Fire and Rescue
Department will quickly heading to the scene. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of project design. The
hardware component consists of gas (MQ-2) sensor [15], Arduino Uno, WiFi shield, buzzer, and resistor. For
monitoring of purpose, Favouriot platform is used to support the integration of data from sensors and enable
the user to collect and store the data in the platform as well as to monitor the reading of project.

Figure 1. The block diagram of automatic fire alarm system

The design of product have been sketched by using Solidworks software to determine the height,
width and radius of product. The product is printed using 3-dimension printer which made from Polylactic
Acid (PLA) material as a base of designing product. It is light weight and therefore suitable for the product.
Figure 2 shows the dimension of the design by using Solidworks. Figure 3 shows the back side of product with
the radius for the MQ-2 sensor whereas Figure 4 shows the actual printed product. Once the product casing is
ready, the components that are assembled in the casing is shown in Figure 5. The Arduino Uno R3 is installed
in the casing with the WiFi Shield as a controller to operate the smoke sensor and sends the smoke level to the
Favoriot platform. The 1.7 cm radius hole is used to install the smoke sensor so that it can senses the smoke
easily. A calibration process must be done for the circuit with a buzzer and a 5.6 kΩ, before it can be used to
sense smoke level in a room.
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Figure 2. The dimension of casing design by using Solidworks

Figure 3. The dimension for back side of product
for the installation of gas sensor.

Figure 4. The actual printed product

Figure 5. The components are assembled inside the casing

2.1. Methodology
The flow chart is shown in Figure 6. In a clear air condition, the system is used to monitor the smoke
condition of a house/room. Initially, the automatic smoke detection system is in standby mode. The sensor
keeps sensing the smoke level and update to Favoriot platform. Once the smoke is detected and exceeds the
threshold level of 80 parts per million (ppm), alarm is activated in order to give warning to the occupant that
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the house might be on fire. At the same time, warning message with personal details is sent to the user and Fire
and Rescue Department. This is to alert the user especially when they are away from their house. Early
notification message enable user to call their family at home to take any fire escape plan. The highlight of this
project is the system able to notify the fire department at the first time. It is important that firefighter arrive to
the scene at the very first time to extinguish the fire.

Figure 6. The flowchart of the project

2.2. Testing Materials
Accoding to [16], paper material can ignite easily. Once they have caught the fire, frames may rapidly
spread to other materials and would be hard to extinguish. To this aim, the smoke detector is tested by using
materials such as paper, box fragment and silky fiber. It is because these materials are easily found in the room
and considered as a flammable material. Therefore, the time taken for smoke detector to detect the presence of
smoke is recorded. Table 1 shows the different materials tested in a room for two threshold values.

Table 1. The different matrials to be tested in a room
Material
Paper
Box
Silky fiber

Threshold value (ppm)
80 and 100
80 and 100
80 and 100

3.

RESULTS
The automatic smoke detection system have been tested at a room in the village house to simulate real
room environment and the room is equipped with 4 Mbps TM Streamyx of internet connection. A room in a
normal condition (without existence of smoke), the smoke level is less than 5 ppm which depends on the MQ2 sensor sensitivity in clean air factor resistance. The smoke value starting from 50 to 80 ppm can be defined
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as lower smoke presence. Therefore, the threshold level has been selected for this experiment is 80 ppm and
100 ppm to measure how fast the MQ-2 smoke sensor can senses and activate the buzzer. In additional, the
value of 80 ppm and 100 ppm can caused to cough, sore eyes and hard breathing. Table 2 shows the
experimental result collected from three burning materials (paper, box and silky fiber).

Table 2. The results collected from the experiment
Material
Paper
Box
Silky fiber
Paper
Box
Silky fiber

Time Set
60 s
60 s
60 s
120 s
120 s
120 s

Achieved Value (ppm)
88
86
59
104
98
78

Threshold Value (ppm)
80
80
80
100
100
100

Buzzer (On/Off)
On
On
Off
On
Off
Off

According to the Table 2, the achieved value higher than the threshold value which indicates that the
buzzer is activated and the notification is sent to the user and Fire and Rescue Department as a warning alarm.
Three materials are used to ensure ability of the MQ-2 sensor senses the smoke and the comparison in term of
time is recorded. The result shows the time taken and the achieved value in ppm for both threshold values. The
paper and box materials take less than 1 minute to activate the alarm system at threshold level of 80 ppm, faster
than the threshold level of 100 ppm. At the same time, in 1 minute, burning of silky fiber material causes to 59
ppm fire smoke level, and this will not activate the alarm, as the threshold level is set at 80 ppm. Similarly, for
100 ppm threshold, within a period of 2 minutes, a total of 78 ppm smoke level is recorded; this will not activate
the alarm too. Alarm is activated only when the achieved value is higher than the threshold value.
Based on the experiment in testing room, the lower the threshold level, the faster the smoke level
reached at threshold level to alert the user via Favoriot platform and notified the Fire and Rescue Department
to take preliminary action. In additional, smoke levels that more than 80 ppm may cause to sore eyes, cough
and hard breathing that can bring to death. Therefore, the best threshold level is at 80 ppm to avoid high
concentrations of smoke filling up the room and residences have enough time to skip from a burning house.
Once the smoke level exceeds the threshold value, the user and Fire and Rescue Department will receive a
warning message as shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively via Favoriot platform. The notification
message to Fire and Rescue Department includes all the details such as permanent address, name of owner,
and telephone number in order for Fire and Rescue Department to make confirmation and heading to the scene.

Figure 7. The notification message received by the user via Favoriot platform

Figure 8. The notification message received by Fire and Rescue Department via Favoriot platform
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4.

CONCLUSION
Automatic smoke detector using IoT allows the user to monitor the room’s smoke condition whenever
they are far away from their house through the Favoriot platform by using personal computer, laptop or mobile
phone. All the data are recorded in data stream through Internet of Things medium. Once the fire is detected,
the notification message will be sent to the Fire and Rescue Department to request for rescue action. To this
aim, the suggestion of threshold value for the automatic smoke detector is set to 80 ppm in which it takes less
than one minute to alert the house owner before the fire starts burning out while the house owners are far away
from their house. The implementation of Internet of Things in the product system gives advantages in term of
safety, ability to react, and cost effective. Besides that, Internet of Things able to operate anytime with the
network connection to record all the data in Favoriot platform. The user can monitor anywhere and anytime
whenever they are far away from their house. Such product not only used to detect the present of smoke but
also used for prevention against fire outbreak.
In future, it is recommended the automatic smoke detector with Favoriot platform can be improvised
using future technology such as remote control sensor so that the user able to monitor easily without access to
the Favoriot platform. In additional, it would be good if the user can adjust the sensitivity of sensor and
threshold value without program it.
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